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Topic 

• Pre – Adamites

• Period of enlightenment 1776

• Adam’s monumental book

• The unfolding of sources of real wealth



Pre-Adamites

• Adam Smith did not create the the modern economy 

of the vacuum

• Smith did not like the essay of Plato, but he prefers to 

essay of Aristotle

• Aristotle argued that private property rights will 

provide an opportunity for people to do something 

good and give love to others



Period of enlightenment 

1776
• This year, for the first time, the workers seek 

minimum standards for food, housing, and clothing.

• In the United States, 1776 is the 4th of July 

Independence Day celebration.



Adam’s monumental book

• Four months earlier, in the UK published a book 

entitled "An Inquiry into the Nature and Causes of the 

Wealth of Nations, with a 1000 pages bold.

• The author is Dr. Adam Smith, a professor of moral 

philosophy at Glasgow University.

• This book promises a new world, a world full of 

prosperity, not just to collect gold and silver.

• Adam Smith in his book not only to guarantee welfare 

for the rich as among the office or a businessman, 

but also from among the workers or the poor.



Next

• In 1776 independence was proclaimed two: (1) 

political freedom and (2) free enterprise. Both meld to 

drive the industrial revolution.

• The Industrial Revolution began to run, real wages 

began to rise, everyone's standard of living is also 

rising, as was the Enlightenment began.

• The book does not take sides on the top, and more in 

favor of the lower classes.



The unfolding of sources of 

real wealth
• At the time of Adam Smith wrote the book, the era of 

mercantilism was victorious. Mercantilist view that the 

world economy was stagnant and fixed wealth. Thus, 

a nation can grow by sacrificing other countries.

• Mercantilism has two main views, namely: (1) wealth 

is money, which at that time was gold and silver. (2) 

the mercantilist attempt to balance trade, which 

means that the deposits of gold and silver have 

always unchanged.



Next

• The wealth of gold and silver is the property of a rich 

people. So, what is wealth for ordinary people?

• Adam Smith argued that production and trade is the 

key to prosperity.

• He said the prosperity not only of gold and silver, 

rather than land, buildings, and other assets.

• Smith also argues that the principle of natural liberty 

is good. People can do anything without government 

interference.

• This supports the natural liberty to be able to buy just 

about anything, without any restrictions on import 

tariffs, and the right to work anywhere.



Tugas

• Buatlah karangan pendek tentang konsep Invisible 

hand yang ditemukan oleh Adam Smith.

• Ditulis tangan pada kertas folio garis.

• Minggu depan dikumpulkan


